Friday Harbor Labs COVID-19 Prevention Agreement Form

I, _______________________________________________________________________,

Printed Name (Last, First)

have reviewed the UW Friday Harbor Labs (FHL) COVID-19 Prevention Plan (henceforth The Plan), and understand my responsibilities as an FHL Scientist. While I am staying at FHL, I agree to follow all rules and procedures in the current version of The Plan, as well as any new COVID-19 prevention protocols that may be implemented after I arrive. These rules and procedures include, but are not limited to, submitting a Symptom Attestation form each day; not leaving the FHL campus except for essential services (groceries, other provisions, medications); not leaving San Juan County for the duration of my stay at FHL or, if I do leave and return, repeating the arrival quarantine and testing procedures; not visiting restaurants (take-out okay) or bars; not riding in vehicles, rowboats, or motor boats with anyone who is not a pod member; recording any close contacts made outside of my pod; wearing a face covering inside all FHL buildings other than my housing unit; sanitizing before and after use any shared workstations and equipment; and following any isolation or quarantine procedures deemed necessary in the event of a suspected or confirmed COVID-19 case, as dictated by officials from San Juan County Health & Community Services and the University of Washington Environmental Health & Safety Department.

_____________________________________________ __________________
Signed Today's Date